ENGLISH COMPULSORY SSC-II
(For Hearing Impaired Children)
SECTION - A (Marks 15)

Time allowed: 20 Minutes

NOTE:- Section-A is compulsory. All parts of this section are to be answered on the question paper itself. It should be completed in the first 20 minutes and handed over to the Centre Superintendent. Deleting/overwriting is not allowed. Do not use lead pencil.

Q. 1 Circle the correct option i.e. A / B / C / D. Each part carries one mark.

(i) Sacrifice is offered to honour the sacrifice of ________.
A. The people B. Saints C. Hazrat ibrahim (AS) D. Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH)

(ii) Mela Chiraghan is held at the shrine of ________.
A. Hazrat Data Gunj Bukhsh (RA) B. Abdul Latif Bhitai (RA) C. Bari Imam D. Madhu Lal Hussain

(iii) The cells of human brain are ________.
A. Separate B. Disconnected C. Interconnected D. Different

(iv) Hazrat Ayesha (RA) had a splendid quality of ________.
A. Writing B. Oration C. Painting D. Reading

(v) In the past, people used animals to pull their ________.
A. Cars B. Carts C. Huts D. Bags

(vi) Talha was Hazrat Ali's (RA) ________.
A. Friend B. Neighbour C. Enemy D. Companion

(vii) The word Specialized means ________.
A. Expert B. Research C. Struggle D. Display

(viii) You have written a formal letter. How would you write the complimentary close?
A. Yours sincerely B. Your's loving C. Yours loving son Ali D. Yours loving daughter

(ix) Faisalabad specializes in ________.
A. Cotton fabrics B. Brass items C. Sports goods D. Carpets

(x) The first revelation of Allah Almighty was received by the Holy Prophet (PBUH) in (the) ________.
A. Jeddah B. Cave of Hira C. Cave of Thaur D. Taif

(xi) Muslims celebrate Eid-ul-Fitr on ________.
A. 10th Zilhaj B. 15th Shabaan C. 1st Shawwal D. 12th Rabi-ul-Awal

(xii) How many nerve cells are there in a human brain?
A. Ten billion B. Eleven billion C. Twelve billion D. Thirteen billion

(xiii) Yellow light means ________.
A. To get ready to stop B. To stop C. To run D. None of these

(xiv) How many main classes of letters are there?
A. Two B. Three C. Four D. Six

(xv) Who wrote the poem, "My Mother"?
A. Ann Taylor B. Cecil Alexander C. Milton D. Keats
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NOTE:- Answer all the questions from Sections ‘B’ and ‘C’ on the separately provided answer book. Use supplementary answer sheet i.e. Sheet-B if required. Write your answers neatly and legibly.

SECTION – B (Marks 38)

Q. 2 Answer any SIX of the following parts in about 3 to 5 lines each. Each part carries three marks. (6 x 3 = 18)
(i) Which is the best book to read and teach?
(ii) How did Hazrat Ali (RA) behave with his enemies?
(iii) What kind of life did Hazrat Ali (RA) and Hazrat Fatima (RA) lead?
(iv) What do crafts exhibit about their region?
(v) What is Zebra crossing and what is it for?
(vi) Mention any two traffic rules.
(vii) How much does the human brain weigh?
(viii) Who was Hazrat Ayesha’s (RA) father and where was she born?

Q. 3 Write down the meaning of any FIVE of the following words in Urdu:
(i) Education (ii) Create (iii) Knowledge (iv) Memory
(v) Social (vi) Transport (vii) Climax (viii) Sway

Q. 4 Write the correct form of verb:
(i) Yesterday, I (see, saw) an aeroplane.
(ii) The girls (is, are) playing in the garden.
(iii) They have (complete, completed) their work.
(iv) In the past people mostly (walk, walked) to other places.
(v) The water transport (consist, consists) of boats, ships, and tankers.

Q. 5 Read the following passage and answer the questions given at the end:
A festival is a public celebration of an event to create a sense of brotherhood, selflessness, peace and harmony within the people. The religious festivals of Muslims are Shab-e-barat, Eid-ul-Filter, Eid-ul-Azah, Eid Milad-un-Nabi. Shab-e-barat is celebrated on 15th Shabaan, 8th month of the Islamic calendar. It is a night to seek the blessings of Allah. After fasting in the month of Ramadan, the Muslims celebrate Eid-ul-Filter on 1st of Shawwal.

Questions:
(i) What is a festival?
(ii) Name the religious festival of Muslims.
(iii) When does Shab-e-barat take place?
(iv) What is the importance of Shab-e-barat to the Muslims?
(v) When do the Muslims celebrate Eid-ul-Filter?

SECTION – C (Marks 22)

Q. 6 Write an application to your Principal for sick leave.

(OR)

Write a letter to your uncle thanking him for birthday gift.

Q. 7 Use any FOUR of the following words in sentences:
(i) Piety (ii) Beloved (iii) House
(iv) Village (v) Right (vi) Question

Q. 8 Use articles (a, an, the) to fill in the blanks:
(i) I have ____ umbrella.
(ii) Ali has ____ pen.
(iii) I eat ____ egg daily.
(iv) She saw ____ aeroplane, yesterday.
(v) I am reading ____ newspaper.

Q. 9 Translate any FIVE of the following sentences into English:

ایک(B) ہے (ii) ایک(A) ہے (i)
(6) (iii) (iv)
(6) (vii) (vii)
(6) (vii) (vi)
(6) (viii) (viii)
(6) (vii) (vii)
(6) (viii) (viii)
(6) (vii) (vii)
(6) (viii) (viii)
(6) (vii) (vii)
(6) (viii) (viii)
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